
House of Love & Bar nana partnership 

Profile- 

I am a DJ/aspiring producer with 14 years experience. Red Bill a DJ/
Promoter with 4 years experience, from Le Tréport, France.
Together we are ‘HOL’ (House of Love). We play back 2 back with 4 
decks. We are a couple who have musical fusion when it comes to djin’ 
together. Our 2 styles blend to give the crowd an uplifting, happy and 
soulful time. 

Concept-

We will play 5 days a week from 9-5am. 

Our first priority is to give the customer a variety of music in the same 
week and feel different themed nights in the same VENUE.  

So We propose to have different musical themed nights each night of the 
week.  
(the following is just an example and its not defined.  Understanding how 
to adapt our style for the type of customers throughout the night is a skill 
we have)

First Part of the night and also the ‘style of the day’:  9-1AM

Monday    DEEP HOUSE
Tuesday   SOULFUL UPLIFTING /FUNKY HOUSE 
Wednesday   CLASSIC HOUSE  
Thursday        TECH HOUSE /JACKIN
Friday       NU DISCO 

Second part of the night from 1-5AM :-‘ Nu House Begin’s’

With so much house music influences around at the moment. We blend 
a number of styles with funk,tech,deep classics all brought together with 
great Vocals! 

We have many other ideas for special occasion throughout the summer 
season.



Local & Web Promotion-

The second part of our job is to push the venue to become one of the 
most renowned place in San Antonio. 

For this we will improve and continue to manage your social media , 
Facebook,Twitter,Instagram,Snapchat etc 

Create design,visual to promote events for local people 
(flyers,posters,programme listings of future events)

We also think that merchandising is another way of promotion and sales 
for the bar and our brand. If you have a budget for this? 

As mentioned David has 4 years of promotional experience,managing 
and creating event’s ,booking list’s for guest Dj’s and a variety of 
performers. 

Our residency-

Monday to Friday 9-5AM 

On the nights we don’t play we can make a number of mix cds for you to 
play if there is no live DJ. These will be exclusively mixed by HOL for Bar 
NANA. 
Various styles for you to choose what atmosphere you want to create. 
We can then sell these CD’s to customers who have enjoyed the music. 
(A souvenir of a cool night and advertising for us)

Bar nana will be the only night residency we will work.

We will play in different venues in the day , another thing really useful to 
promote our nights/events for the Bar Nana

Condition-

We understand that you can’t give to us more than 50 e per night as 
your budget and we accept this as the standard DJ job.



But as we are proposing to do all of the above we are asking for you to 
give us between 10 to15% of the bar takings on the nights we play.  

This is more to work as a partnership to help the venue and us make 
money. This is a guarantee for us as we will be leaving our lives in UK 
and France. Also for you.
The more we make the more you take. 

Contact- 
DJ Bini Tel 07518871593 email djbini@sky.com 

Red Bill Tel 0044668203699
email redbill.music@gmail.com 


